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s~ ~
enlightenment

seeks religious
after the Bangles

BY CARLI SCHULTZ

Associate A&E Editor

am not a fond
drinker of beer. This
summer

however, I

found myself in the
surreal situation of being surrounded

by

people drinking beer
in a church.

rung Kim/Features Editor

Jesse Roberts, public relations director; Ryan PoIrier, vice president; and
John Blancur, presidential associate.

SGA sets goals and
tasks for the year
BY JENNY BARRON

The College Voice
The Student GovernmentAssembly passed the final draft of its Issues Project for the 1994-95 academic year at its Assembly meeting
on Thursday.
The project is a summary of the
themes, goals and tasks of this year's
assembly.
After two friendly
amendments, the project was passed
by a vote of23 to 2, with oneabstention.
The Issues Project lists five
themes for the upcoming year: ad-

"We should be making it clear
that we're not trying to separate
ourselves from the community."
Friedman said.
The other two components of the
issues project are the goals and tasks
for the year. Shedd explained that
the difference between the two is
that the goals represent the ideas of
the SGA, while tasks were jobs that
must be done.
The goals of the SGA are to:
revisit the Dining Services survey
and work toward improving t1Je
meal plan, make the former KBI
Larrabee deli into usable student
space, improve conditions and use
of house living rooms, restructure
SGA Committees for more effec-

The Noe Valley Ministry,
tucked away amongst the hills of
SanFrancisco, was the last place
I expected to grab a brew or, for
that matter, catch a Susanna
Hoffs concert. Word had gotten around, however, and by
the time the former lead
singer of the Bangles took
to the altar, so to speak, the
majority of the seats were
filled.
Backed by a guitarist
and a bassist, Hoffs delivered an ethereal
acoustic performance
of old Bangles favor-"
\..-f
ites as well as newer
solo works. Songs like
"Walk Like an Egyptian," "Right
By You," and "If She Knew What

SIr San n
1.... 1 a
....

See Hoffs, p. 9

Countdown to ratification:

Members of Strategic Planning Teams
discuss draft of new Plan with Assembly

ning process is founded on community-wide consensus building.
and maintaining campus diversity,
"What we're saying by ratification
increasing intellectual opportuniis 'I am responsible,''' said Ifill,
ties, creating new traditions, and rive governance, and increase facRepresentatives of the Strategic
Dowell pointed outthat,"you [the
maintaining the principles of shared
ulty-student interaction with a new
Planning Teams spoke to the SGA students] are guiding the future ...
governance and decision making.
tutorial program.
Assembly last week, taking ques- and what your degree is going to
These themes are described in the
The tasks of the SGA are to:
tions from Assembly members and mean,"
cover letter attached to the project
modify election mles, examine and .explaining features of the latest draft
Students will vote on the Plan
outline.
revise the "C" Book, implement
of the new five-year plan.
through the SGA Assembly, facThe letter also states that the as'
SAC co-sponsorship and complete
Robert mil, dean of planning,
ulty will vote on the Plan through
sembly is aware that other issues restructuring, evaluate the advisor
and Connie Dowell, college librar- the FSSC, and the Board of Tmstmay arise during the year and
system for those involved inJ -Board
ian and planning team member, were ees will cast the deciding vote.
stresses the importance of student
cases, ensure a strong student voice
present at the Assembly meeting to
The college will use the strategic
input. The last sentence was jointly
in the search process for deans, and
give an overview of the latest draft planning process to decide how to
amended by Jessica Friedman, chair educate the community and take
of the new Strategic Plan titled, "A marshall its resources for higher
of Academic Affairs, and Dan partin the ratification of the StrateTime To Lead II."
quality and improved outside recShedd, chair of the Judiciary Board,
gic Plan.
At the heart of mil's comments
ognition,
to further this point. It was changed
Each goal and task is followed by
was the message that the campus
Ifill said that "the top of the secfrom "If you have any questions or an individual or committee who may
must educate itself on the Plan, as it ond tier is a dangerous place to be,
comments ..;" to "We strongly enbe contacted on the issue.
will be asked to vote on the Plan's
we would rather be at the bottom of
courage any student to become inThe only criticism o~ the Issues ratification later in the semester, the charm circle."
volved."
__
-.:Se=e.::C;::loss::::2.,,,p'c;3=,:::1fl1l stressed that the Strategic PlanThe "charm circle" refers to the

dressing student morale, increasing

BYBEN RUBIN
News Editor
with reporting by Morgan Henzman

top 25 ranked liberal arts colleges
in U.S. News and World Report
magazine. Last year, the college
was ranked 26th.
See CoIlqe. p. 3
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CONNTho ugh t

"Oh, the places you'll go"
There is OIIeOIIique feature about Connecticut College whicb sets
it apart from its peer instituticJns. Yes, Conn bas a strong academic
program, a brilliaDt faculty, and a beaullrul camJIUI but it also bas
something else. It iol the IeveI or studeDt involvement 011 tbiol campus.
Both 011 and on campus, Conn students are busy in a number or
different activities. mweek iol host to both the Student Activities
Fair and the Volunteer Fair. m iol your chance, whether you are a
freshman, a transrer, or a returning student, to get involved.
Thereisnolimittoastudent'sinvolvement.
You could be a member
or Students Organized Against Racism, a disc jockey for WOO, a
member of Amnesty International, ora tourguide for the admissions
off'JCe. Freshman class elections are coming up, think about it. You
could volunteerat the LymanADyn Museum. There are many choices.
All you have to do is make one.
CoUege is more than studying and attending classes. Although they
may keep you occupied for a few hours, there is plenty of time to
concentrate your energies on extracurricular activities.
Participating in a coUege club or organization provides enjoyment
and fosters lasting friendships. Involvement also teaches leadership
skills, invaluable and beneficial to your future.
Extracurricular activities give you the opportunity to reinvent
yourself. The coUege years are formative ones. Dean Brown was
correct when she said that coUege years are a crossroads between
youth and adulthood. Where do you see yourself five years out of
coUege? IS? 2S?
It is through these activities you will learn tbin~that are just not
taught in the classroom. Yes, a Conn diploma and a decent GPA will
go a long way toward helping you achieve your goab. But ifyou want
to distinguish yourself in ore you must begin now. Regardless or the
life you buDd, the foundation mnst be buDt upon scholarship and
active membership in this conununity.
The relationship between a studeDt and Conn Is reciprocal: a
student only gets out or the coUege what he or she bas put into it. So
. now is your chance. Get involved and get busy.
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The College Voice
needs your help.
The college's premier
publications are looking for
creative individuals to fill
several positions, In
addition to the positions
mentioned, writers,
photographers and
production board members
are always welcome.
Applications for any of the
listed positions can be
obtained in The College
Voice Office, in room 215 of
the College Center, and are
due on Friday in the same
office. Applications can
also be mailed to campus
box number 4970.
Questions concerning the
newspaper can be
addressed to India Hopper,
publisher, at x4798 or April
andis, Editor in Chief,
x3931. Questions
concerning the magazine
may be addressed to Jen
LeVan at x3634.
If you are creative, or
inquisitive, have an interest
in art, photography or
computing, or you want to
be aware of campus
events, a position on The
College Voice may be just
what you were looking for.

Nc\\'spaper:
Sports Editor
Associate Sports
Editor
Assocaite Nc\vs
Editor
Photo Editor
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Copy Editors·
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Correction:
The women's soccer team has four returning seniors this fall ('~Women's sqccer,tearri warms up for fall
season," The College Voice, September 6, 1994).
.•. - ~ . _ - _
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News
New Five-year Plan:

.

College seeks quality, higher
rankings with Plan
that did not state that it offered
need-blind
admissions,
Lippman
asked the Team members how the
college would advertise
its new

Continued from p. J

Ifill points

out that the college

has the resourc~s to compete with
higher ranked schools, such as Williams and Wesleyan, but those re-

policy.
Ifill responded that, just as the
Admissions
Office
mailed
out
14,000 letters to individual students
interested in the college to explain
the institution's deviation from the
federal financial aid form, it may
send out 14,000 letters to potential
students to explain its new admissions policy.
.
Academic Rigor
The Plan also seeks to increase
academic rigor in the classroom.
One senator described this effort
"a freeing of what is really inside all

sources need to be tapped in the
right way. If this plan is able to
achieve its goals, Ifill believes that
we will be able to be a contender in
the "charm" circle of well-reputed
and highly ranked schools.
"It's not enough to double our
endowment, but our fiscal capital
has to grow as well.lbis plan should
make us a national leader in higher

rung KimlFtatllus

Editor

MarIDeII Yoders, SGA president; Elsa Drum, parUamentarlan; and
Jessica FrIedman.

chair of academic aIJairs.

Class president raises
questions about scope of
this year's Issues Project

Need-Sensitive Admissions
Catherine Lippman, house senator of Smith, raised the issue of
need-blind

••
I
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college community.

The dU.td ~\Ia\e&lcarea is fman-

cial strength. ConnecticutColJege'
s
pus.
endowment is considerably smaller
"What I've found is that people
than those of most of it's peers, at
areembarassed about exploiting that
38 percent of the national average
part of their personality," Ifill said.
for small, liberal arts colleges.
The Plan contains provisions for
A full copy of the updated plan is
the development of an "Academic .
available
of the Gopher system on
Technology Lab," as well as a plan
the campus wide network.
which would require all students to
obtain their own personal computer,

sensitive."
Under the need-sensitive
plan,
the college would accept I ,000 of
its most desirable students on a needblind basis. This way, it is hoped
that the college will be able to free
up enough aid to successfully attract and enroll top-level applicants.
The next 600 students are accepted
with some view to their ability to

among other initiatives.
"It is my goal to have every student that graduates be comfortable
with every kind of technology they
will come in contact with ... so that
l they will not only be able to compete, but also be a step ahead of

WCN191.1
Turn it up!

(drde t*). _

-------.,--::----::---:----=-===

,e.m.ts..:

projects,"
The second strategic area, Community and Diversity, operates on
the assumption that in order for a
community
to be strong, it must
also be diverse. It
focuses on
strengthening
the diversity of the
students, faculty and staff, of the

Info Session: Wed, 9/28 at 6:30 PM in the Alice Johnson Room
Info Table: Wed,9/28, 10-2, at the College Center
We need someone to join 6,500 people aready working in over
90 developing countries around the world.
To help people help themselves.
The work isn't easy. And it takes more
than just concern. It takes
motivation. Commitment. B ut it's
a chance to stop dreaming about a
better world and start doing
something about it.

dd4ib co-pIelt du etJI9IM"'" eM -0 It 10:
UainnitylDnU ..... P'rclpulI
80s. Q, JSost-. MA 02115 • 6171353-_

F. ~

others ,
The Plan is broken down into
three strategic areas. The first, Academics, contalns three goals: that
"student learning should be increasingly integrated into joint research
work with faculty ... that "students
must understand how to access the
vast information
sources made
available
by electronic
technology ... ,.. and that "students must engage their learning experience with
communities
outside of the Cnllege, both in international study and
in local communities through experiential and collaborative learning

Peace Corps-On Campus

Illtema1ional PIoyralS

m...,

I

Ifill and members of the Strategic
Planning Teams explained that they
be\i~~e \he,college's need'l~\ind
admissions policy needs to be restructured toa policy which is "need-

pay.
Saying that she understood that
some students would be reluctant to
even consider applying to a school

Global Internship
-.und 'Language
Programs

I

at this college.
Ifill said that, from his experience as a class dean, he believes that
there are a great many students on
this campus who are somewhat frustrated b'Y mte\\ectua\. \ife on cam-

admissions.

In campus discussions last year

Project
was raised
by Deirdre
Hennesey, president of the class of
1995, wbowas concerned that there
ago.
was not enough in the document.
It was discussed informally at the
For example, she said that she
assembly meeting two weeks ago,
would like to see an end-of-theand then again at the informal SGA
semester deadline for the KB deli
Tuesday night dinner.
issue. " don't have a problem with
The executive board amended the
it, I just don't think it's as encom- .
passing as itshould be," she said. In document after each of these discussions.
response, Shedd stressed that this

~

of us,"
An Assembly member described
her experience visiting another college. It was common there, she said,
for students to discuss intellectual
and social issues in casual conversation. She expressed her hope that
this same type of intellectualism
would become a part of the culture

ture applicants.

wuonly 8il:~"1iine.not intended.to
limit the Assembly.
The SGA executive board produced the document several weeks

Ci wt zwd'f!om.,p.J

education," said Ifill.
The plan states that in order for
the college to maintain financial
stability we must, "greatly improve
ourendowment. ..[and] maintain full
enroliment,"
which is 1,600 students according to Ifill. .
The plan also includes a method
for improving our reputation regarding other institutions and fu-

another student in graduate school
or in a job search," said Dowell.
Quinn Sullivan, house senator of
Morrisson, who described the current arts computer lab as a "cavernous hole," said he was pleased with
the plans to upgrade technolngy for
facilities used by art majors, among

er ca11617J353..'a1,
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News
Racism on Campus:

Concern about racism resurfaces
with receipt of anonymous letter
are still aware of the larger problem
that such incidents pose.
'There's clearly a problem of racism everywhere. We'd be living a
lie if we felt that we were living
without
it," said Catherine
WoodBrooks,DeanofStudentLife.
WoodBrooks had not heard of
any other similar incidents occuring
this year.
'The Unity Clubs, as usual will
try to educate people, and hopefully
some good will come out of it...it is
an effort to broaden peoples' opinions," said Naribe Holden. chair of
MSSC.
Holden continued, "I' m surprised
that something like that [the note]
would happen so early in the
semester ...These kinds of issues are
definitely things that MSSC will
look into."
"You do things to educate, if
people learn from it, that's great,"
said Yung Kim, chair of the Connecticut College Asian/Asian-

American Student Association. "I
am very optimistic about our events
this year. Hopefully they'll be as
successful as last year. Some of the
lectures last year, like Nanoschca
Rosca(spelling) left a full audience
in awe after their speeches."
"Everything we do is aimed toward educating people. I hope that
we're all not naive enough to think
that we're going to come hete and
not find any racism. We're not going to change everybody's mind.
We're just a sample of the society at
large," said Michel.
"Every year we graduate a class,
and a new class comes in with a
whole new set of attitudes. I think
we saw by the tum-out last year
where the majority of the students'
opinions are," said Michel.
Last year students responded to
two instances of racist graffiti by
meeting at Unity House, marching
through the campus, and creating
banners with positive graffiti.

see how we do things, she said.
said Michel.
Another function of her role as "I've done a lot of tours of the house
director is service on a number of and its facilities."
"We've
always
been
a.
committees, so many so that Michel
multicultural
student
center,
[as
was scarcely able-to recall all of
them. Among them are the opposed to one solely for students
of particulare ethnicities 1several of
Mutlicultural Review Committee,
which is in the process of conduct- . our colleague'. multi-cultural stuing a review -C!f multicultural ser- dentcenters have been modeled after
vices. Last year, she served on fac- Unity, such as Johnson and Wales
ulty search committees for posi- University in Providence, Rhode
tions in the dance and child devel- Island, and a number of other
opmentdepartments, both of which schools who are just starting theirs
up."
were filled by people of color.
Michel said,'The best person was .
Despite the workload this kind of
hired in each job, I couldn't take responsibility places on Michel and
any credit that people of color were the student leaders she works with,
hired, a1thqugh maybe I might have Michel said that she believes the
remmded people [of the goal of campus is somewhat apathetic toincreasing the numbers of faculty ward the events.
of color]."
"Overall, our-programs are pretty
Beyond this service, she meets well attended, especially Asian
with students individually and ad- Awareness Month," said Michel. "I
vises them as "another support perdo see apathy in student response to
son on campus."
things-- I see it throughout the cam"One of the main things we do is pus. If it's an interesting speaker
asist the students with their pro- coming up to speak on a controvergramming," said Michel. She cited sial. or semi-controversial topic, as
event programming she was in- Ninotchka Rosca did on comfort
volved in last year as interim direc- women, then students tum out."
tor of Unity House,'The SOAR
Michel said that she sees the camconference, Black History Month,
pus as receptive to issues of racial
Latino Awareness Week, Asian
awareness and prejudice. "EspeAwareness Month- and all the the- cially with the turn-out after the
matic months and weeks," she said racial incident, the President's fowith a laugh.
rum in the college center, showed
According to Michel. Unity
that [the campus viewed the racial
House is the object of a lot of re- incidents] not as something thatjust
spect at other institutions.
affected Unity Houseand Unity stu"I'm always getting calls from dents, but the entire campus aswell,"
people who want to come over and she said.
However, Michel added, 'There
is a lot more apathy now than 1saw
as a student here."
"It was a more activist time," she
Choo.. from 3
explained. "The wind blew the
dlffer.nt fund raJ•• ':
wrong way, and everyone was pick1.ltlng lither
eting, but it's just not that way any3 dlyl or 7 dlY.,
more,"
No lnvOllmenl. Earn ISIS fa
Michel said that her goals for the
your Il"UP plu. penonll
year are simply "to continue to 00·
..... boD_ for yaunelf.
prove and expand the program as
For delaiJ.t. .. II:
much as I can.
1·100-931-0518, Ext. 65
One project which Michel fore-

sees working on with students this
year is the upcoming restructuring
of MSSC, which MSSC executive
board members announced last
spring.
Said Michel, "It's something in
response to a lack of participation
by students [in] MSSC. [It is
MSSC's] looking for a way to be
responsive to students' needs, because they are supposed to be the
political voice for students of color
on campus, and they're not fulfilling that as much as they could be."
Naribe Holden, chair of MSSC,
described Michel's arrival on campus last year as interim director.
'The transition at the beginning of
the year was kind of tough being
that [Michel] WaSnew. The Unity
students were kind of caught off
guard having yet another new director. But she tried her best." There
had also been a new director the
year before.
"She has a rough job. I don't
think at first the students really gave
her a chance to get into the mode of
things," said Holden.
But Holden is extremely confidant that Michel will continue to
grow into her position.
"She's the type of person who is
always improving, always growing
as a director. She takes the time to
find out what the students want. I
definitely see a change with her
now [from the time when] she got
there, and even since the end of the
year- for the bette r."
"I want to work closely with
[MSSC], to make sure that whatever happens is the result of group
work and consensus buliding.
[MSSC is] the voice of Unity c1uhs,
and the Unity clubs need to have a
voice on how that consensus is
shaped," said Michel.
"I am familiar with the people
here, I like the people that I work
with, I like the students. I could go
on, but it would sound corny,"said
Michel. "they make it all worthwhile."

BY

BEN

RUBIN

News Editor

Yung Kim/Acting Sports Editor

Tamara Michel, recently appointed director 01 Unity House, has many
responsibilities on campus. Among these are advising Unity Club student
leaders and helping with multicultural event programming, as her
presence at this reception indicates.

Conn alum Tamara
Michel recently made
director of Unity House
For some, the four year journey
through Conn is a fleeting one. For
them, the technicolor brilliance of

school of education the following
year. There, Michel earned her
masters degree in higher education
and administration.
"I just wanted to be in higher
ed ..but I didn't quite know what,"

youth pales through

and

said Michel. When the position at

the passage of time. Not so 'Tamara
Michel.
For the former
Windham
housefellow, government major,
and student leader involved in Unity,
the clincher in her decision to attend Conn was the' press coverage
of the 1986 Fanning Takeover."I
said, 'I want to go there,' - it was
one of the things that attracted me to
Conn," -said Michel. .
After her graduation in 1990,
Michel accepted a position at
Wheelock College, where she
served for two years as a part-time
Residence Hall director, and an interning assistant to the Admissions
Office and to the President.
After that, Michel spent year
working for an economic consulting firm. This was to be her only
year away from higher education,
as she went to Harvard's graduate

Unity House opened up, she found
out.
Michel, who served as interim
director of Unity House last year
when Grisell Hodge became acting
dean of freshmen, WaS appointed
this summer as full directorofUnity.
"I like what I'm doing, I like the
people that! work with. It's nice to
be able to give back to a community
that I got a lot from," said Michel.
She continued, saying that the
college is very important to her. "I
did a lot of growing up here; we all
do."
As director of Unity House,
Michel advises Unity club student
leaders, and focuses much of her
time helping them with event programming. According to Michel,
Unity House is responsible for many
of the multicultural events at the
college.
"We help the dean of freshman
with a lot of programming, like
Genesis, which is an early orientation program for students of color,"

BY APRIL

ONDIS

Editor in Chief

distance

Wanted! Americas fastest growing Travel
Company is now seeking individuals t
promote Spring Break. to Jamaica, Cancun.
Bahamas, Florida. Padre, Barbados. Fantastic Free Travel Great Commissions Cal
Sunsplash Tours 1-800-426-7710.

Spring Break

119
PIONEER
Compad Disc
Player

II

~f!j
Pioneer
PD-SS01
The
'Stable
Platter' in this CD player is similar to
that chosen by audiophiles in more
expensive players. Remote, with full
programming,
peak search, output
volume and Compu Program edit to
arrange
songs
to fit the time
allocation.
Steree
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-:i =
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SERVlCE
n¥;~':Ii;111
Dealer

Audio. Video

90 Bank Sl

SALE
Thu,9·6
F' 9·6
S:t9.6

Clo»ed Sun
....2·53' ..

New london

95- Sell

TripsEarn

Cash

& Go FREE!! Student Travel Services
is now hiringcampus representatives.
Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun,
Daytona. and Panama City Beach.

Call 1-800-648-4849
W ANTED:
Representative
PRODUCTS
BREAKTRIPS

Campus
KODAK
SPRING
"Guaranteed"

BEST
PRICES
&
INCENTIVES.
Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica, s. Padre &
Florida.
We handle
the
bookeeping ... you handle the
Sales. Call 1-800-222-4432

A note placed under a student's
door indicates that there are still
racist attitudes prevalent on campus. however Unity House representatives are optimistic about their
efforts to thwart such activity on
campus.
"It only takes one person to
spraypaint something on a wall or
to write something like that. That's
why we always have to keep educating and keep working. It's not
something you can do and stop: it's
ongoing," said Tamara Michel, director of Unity House,
A student of color who resides in
the basement of Burdick received a
typed note under his door which
said "Join The Gestapo." among
other comments. There was a pentagrarp drawn on the back.
Although the student did not take
the note seriously, administrators

II
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Mamacoke Island offers pleasant
escape from rigors of campus life
BY NATALiE HlLDT

Associate News Editor

Although Mamacoke Island is
part of the Connecticut College
Arboretum and open for public use,
few students have discovered this
jewel of a place.
Many have wandered across Williams Street to the main Connecti-

cut College Arboretum and enjoyed
a walk through its gardens and trails.
Fewer have ventured across Route

3210 discover a completely different part of the Arbo, just as beautiful, tucked away behind the Athletic Center.
Mamacoke Island is a 40-acre
piece of land nestled along the
Thames River. You can spot isfrom
the bridge to the A.C. By following
the trails behind the A.c. down to
the river, then following the train
tracks north, you will surely stumble
upon it in a short time.
Mamacoke isn't really an island;
it's accessible by crossing a patch

of salt marsh. You probably won't
want to cross the marsh too slowly,
lest those biting insects get the bet-

File Photo/. The College
Natalie HildtlAcrillg

your hands around your face (not
covering it), and look upstream.
There, isn't that better? The river,
trees, maybe a few boats, not so
bad.
This rock is a place where you
will undoubtedly stop for a few
rellections before heading merrily
on your way around the island.

ter of you. But once you're there,

When you re-enter the forest, you

will hear only the soothing sounds
of a chorus of crickets, just as long

salt marsh, and smaller woodland
birds on the island.
A lush green canopy covers most
of Mamacoke, which is checkered
with trails that afford views of the
river and marsh. Once halfway
around the island, you will find
yourself on a rocky clearing with a
view of the submarine base in

Groton.
But wait! The view is really nice,
and if you want to forget that a giant
complex of war machines is mar-

ring this beautiful scene, all it takes

Features Editor

Marnacoke Island, 8 little-known and even less visited part of the
Arboretum, is a haven for nature lovers and peace-seekers,
is a little creativity. Try this: cup But Native Americans did at some

you're in another world. Tidalllats,
deep woodlands, and rocky outcrops are all found at Mamacoke, as
are various species of wildlife. Keep
your eyes open for snowy egrets,
mute swans and cormorants in the

Voice

Firefighter in the College Center last February

as you can tune out that incessant

clanking or drilling echoing off the
river (which I know you can).
Now, here's the challenging part
of the hike, where you'll scamper
like a billy goat about the rocky
crags. Don't worry; it's not the Alps.
Suddenly, as you round the island,
you feel a strong, almost gravitational force pulling you into a small
clearing, A ray of sunlight parts the
clouds, and you gasp. "It's Conn
Henge! Maybe some earlier people
built it so that once a year the sun

would hit it just right," you think.
Okay. Okay. It'sjust a rock formation, but it's kind of cool, and
just the right size for a small island.

point inhabit Marnacoke, as Professor Harold Juli and his students
discovered in an archeological ex-

cavation in 1983.
The area was later used for farming by colonists as early as 1645
and served as a shipyard in the 19th
Century. The most recent chapter
of Marnacoke's history began in
1955 when it was given to the Arboreturn, which now totals 425 acres.
Some professors, most notably
William Niering, professor of
botany, have made use of the area
for research purposes. Classes have
conducted studies on' vegetation

zoning, breeding populations of
birds, erosion, and salt marsh ecology.
Hiking in the Arbo is both in:
vigorating and soothing; it's a time

to cleanse your mind or to get your
thoughts together. It's nice any time
of year either alone or with friends.
At once nearby and apart from the
bustling campus, you can be on a
trail in a matterofminutes. Whether
you walk in the Arbo or go on safari
at Mamacoke, enjoy the wildlife
that is the college's and yours.

Four incidents of arson
plagued the Connecticut College campus last spring. The events are still
being investigated.

Arsonist still at large:

Little progress in arson
investigation, college
remains vigilant
BY

trols, there an~ more student pa-

B.'!Jl.u~!N

trols ... Campus Safety employees

News Editor

After four arson incidents caused.

were recently trained in crime prevention and fire prevention," said

$90,000 in damages last semester, a
perpetrator is still at large as the
New London Police Department

Jim Miner, Director of Campus
Safety. Miner said that there have

continues its investigation. 'They
followed out all of the leads that
existed, no one was ever arrested or

fire in April.

charged, but we want to remind
people to be vigilant," said Don
Filer, Secretary of the College.
Campus Safety began taking
extra precautions after the first arson, some of which are still in place
today. ''We've expanded our pa-

been.no new incidents since the last
"The investigation

is ongoing.

The college community is being
asked to be as vigilant as they were
last spring," said Joe Silvestri, Associate Director for Public Information.

The fires damaged Larrabee, The
College Center, and the Blaustein
Humanities Center.

The Carnel U.
Connection

·n

- A compilation of other schools' news
UNIVEltSITY
OF W ASIDNGTON- Deborah Tucker,a plumberand
electricianwbosuedthe universityin 1992,was recentlyawarded$232,1XXl
by a
Seattlejury in a sexualharassmenlsuit.Tuckerclaimed thatthe universitybad
failedto protecther fromanoffensivewort environmentwberehermalecoworkersbungpostersof nudewomen,watchedthe Playboycbannelat wort, and
made suggestivecomments.
Universityofficialssaidthey tookstepsto end all of these actionsthe day
theywerenotified.Theuniversitybas notdecidedwhetherit willappealthe
decision.

l'

..........~

PENNSYLVANIA
STATE UNIVEltSITYTwo seniors in the scbool'splasticsengineeringprogrambavedesigned a newplaygroundthat willbemadeof
32,lXXl
recycledmilk containers.The studentsstudiedplaygroundconstruction
intheU.S.andEnglandbeforedevelopinga planthatcallsforclimbing
platforms,a bridge,anda mocktrain.
UNIVEltSITY
OF CALlFORNIAPlantresearchersat U Cal Davisbavea new
laboratorythatwillenablescientiststo monitorplantgrowthundercarefullyset
conditions.Niclmamedthe "greengiant,"the $4.5-millionlab is expectedto
drawmanyspecialists,buttheywillhaveto get usedtothe facility'sunusual
space,"You walkin hereand it lookslikesomethingfromInvasion of The Body
Snatchers, saidJasonRivers,the project'sfacilitiesmanager.

Since the reopening of the Crozier-Williams College Center
after extensive remodeling, stUdents have awaited the
arrival of the travel agency on the first floor. The agency
finally opened on September 1, and many potential
travelers have been taking advantage of the convenience.
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Adventures abroad:

Conn student interns in China

;
,

Although she wasn't given a reason for being rejected, Sukey sees a
connection between the five-year
While most Conn students spent anniversary of the Tian' anmen
the summer safe in the USA work- Square riots and the nation's desire
ing or hanging out with friends, few for the renewal of the Most Favored
had to worry about being chased by Nation
trade status
the Communist government. But at the time she applied. ''Theydidn't
Suzanne Richmond did.
want people affiliated with Chinese
Suzanne, a senior, known to human rights, and I was involved
friends as Sukey, made her third with Amnesty International," she
trip to the Far East thissummer. She said.
fulfilled ber CISLA requirement by
Well anyway, she got there, but
working for three months as an staying to work and getting out
Executive Intern for AT&T in wouldn't be quite so simple.
Beijing, China, where she was the
She had a difficult time getting
only American translator and the extensions on her visa. One time. a
only one of 40 Americans in the government employee who lived
company who spoke Chinese.
1,000 miles away and was a distant
Her job, though exciting, wasn't cousin of an AT&T employee was
quite as hair-raising as her time able to get Sukey an illegal visa (for
outside the office. When Sukey first a special price), but it was only
arrived in Beijing, she lived near good for a month.
Tian' anmen Square, house-sitting
Thesecond time, aftershe' dheard
for a diplomat to the American
that medical conditions could buy
Embassy.
time in the country, she sought the
Here, her phone was tapped, the aid of a sympathetic French doctor
place was bugged, and she wassubwho wrote a note saying that she
jecttorandomsearches. There were mustn't leave the country until her
even a few times where Sukey "fatal" heart condition was stabiswears she was being followed. "It lized - which would take about a
was like espionage. I think they month.
thought I was a government agent,"
In the meantime, Sukey enjoyed
she said.
her time in the country. Working
Thisdidn'tseemtosurpriseSukey
for the second-largest American
ton much, for a number of reasons. corporation in the country has its
Fjrs)t, she was a young American perks; they gave her a penthouse to
woman, who spoke almost perfect live in, chauffeured rides to work,
Chinese, living alone in an ex- and of course, supplied that alltremely homogeneous and closed important bicycle. "AT&T was an
country. Second, she was working excellent company to work for,"
for an American company, and liv-: Sukey said.
ing in a diplomat's home.
Her bosses frequently treated her
And third, there's that minor is- to dinner at the Hard Rock Cafe,
sue of a passport. After being re- (yes, there's one in China). Sukey
jectedtwice fora working passport, said that Western food was a welSukey settled for a one-month tour- corned breakafterso much Chinese
ist visa, one that did not recogrtize food, but commented that the finanher employment status or authorize cial dichotomy of the country is all
her to stay an extra two months.
too evident. Average people can't
BY NATALIE

Hu.or

Associate News Editor

afford to eat in a place like that, she
said, only foreigners.
''When I go to China, I like to
hang out with my Chinese friends
and do Chinese things. I can do
American things when I'm back
home," she said. Sukey did bave
old friends to visit in China, friends
she had made while studying at the
University of Beijing from May of
her sophomore year to January of
her junior year.
After a wonderful summerof living and working in China, it was
time to go home. But not before 30
sobbing Chinese co-workers honored her by offering a cake and
singing "Happy Birthday." Itwasn't
her birthday; they were just imitating a part of American culture they'd
seen, "I was laughing so hard, they
thought I was crying. They were so
excited and touched," Sukey said.
Before sheleft the country, she
had to pass through immigration
again. "It didn't look like a visa,"
Sukey said of the fake; "I was afraid
of getting caught. If I was arrested,
I could have gone to prison."
Sukey said that she looked so
sick from being nervous, she didn't
have a problem passing as someone
with a fatal illness. "I was really
lucky," she added.
The only problem now is that the
Chinese government has her on
record as being dead or dying ....Unless I change my name or have a
'miraculous recovery,' I won't be
able to go back to mainland China,
and that's sad."
Sukey is a double major in History and Asian Studies, with a
double minor in Chinese and Economics. Her ultimate goal is to teach
higher education. "China is such a
beautiful and rich country," she said,
adding that, despite its size and
population, Asia is often ignored.
"More people need to learn about
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An Informal discussion on
the new Strategic Plan was
held, see story page 1.
The Assembly passed its Issues Project, see story, page

1.

it."
Before her first trip to China,
Sukey had a January internship in
the Philippines, where she worked
as a marketing intern for Southland
Corporation, Seven-Eleven's parentcompany. She also visited Hong
Kong, where she had a chance to
use her Chinese a bit more. Though
she lived in the Chinese section of
Manila during the internship, she
had to learn Tagalog, a language
that borrows from Chinese, Spanish, and Malaysian.
.
Sukey' picked up an interest in
Asian language and culture from
her childhood friends in Princeton,
N.l. Contrary to what one might
assume, her parents didn't push her
to learn the language. "I've had to
teach them," she said. She started
playing violin at a young age, and
many of the students in her orchestra were Chinese.
Sukey studied Chinese a little in
high school, and wanted to pursue it
in college. "The main reason I chose
Connecticut College was for its
Chinese department," she said. "We
have an amazing Chinese department at this school."

Psychology department goes on-line
Psychology 101 students can now pose questions by keyboard
JENNIFER LEVAN

Editor in Chief(Magazine)

When Dennis Mink, a graduate'
student working as a teaching assistant in the psychology department,
saw a problem, he came up with a
solution. While working as a teaching assistant last year, he heard students' concern- over the lack of intellectual life on campus, and decided to push for class-wide on-line
communication.
With the help of Stuart Vyse,
Chair of the Psychology Department' and Don O'Neill and Sue
Faulknerfrom Computing Services,
Mink has put Psychology 101 online. The whole class applied for email accounts, and part of the class'
first lab session will be devoted to
working in the computer center in
Bill Hall and learning the basics of
e-mail. In conjunction with this,
Vyse developed a handout of e-

mail basics for students.
"This is the first time, at least in
the psychology department, that
we're doing this. It might be a progressive thing, for we might generate new ideas as we go along," Vyse
said. There has been a setup in
Winthrop where papers and assignments could be archived and papers
handed in, but it has not been used
to the extent the psychology department plans to use the campus net.
"We're probably the first class in
'which e-mail had been used on such
a large scale," Vyse said.
Because Psychology 10I is a class
of over 170 students, Vyseand Mink
hope to use e-mail as a way of
fostering conununication between
professors and students. "This is
just another way that students can
get ahold of us and make contact
with us," Vyse said.
Mink designed a special bulletin
board for the class called Psychol-

ogy 10I which students can access
through their e-mail. According to
Mink, students can access this bulletin board by accessing their account, opening up Compuring Services, connecting to their account;
where you. send and receive messages, there should be a second
folder marked Psychology 101.
"Only people in the class have
access to this folder," Mink said
and added that no messages would
bedeleted from the folder except by
him. In this special forum, students
can post a question about the class,
and probably have it answered by
other students, or a teaching assistant in four to five hours, Mink said.
Mink, who believes this will make
the class more interactive, said, "I'm
not a believer in passive learning."
Teaching assistants will also be
posting syllabi and handouts in the
folder. For example, this week there
will be a handout on how to do

College to host
Ethics Conference
on October 13

colloquium write-ups, Vyse said.
Vyse said the bulletin board and
folder will decrease the intimidation of talking in front of a class of
170.
..It is a way to make contact that
isn't so difficult," Vyse said.
"It's not even so intrusive as a
phone call," Vyse added, because
you can read your mail whenever
you want, and the phone doesn't
ring.
"We're very excited about it. We
may get some people interested in
using the computer who otherwise
would not be," Vyse concluded.
Mink believes the psychology
department is on the cutting edge
with this new system of cornmunication, and said, "If it goes well,
Psychology 10 I and 102 will continue using this."
Mink is a masters student doing
research in electronic communication as a whole issue in psychology.

Ben Tyrrell, SA C chair, announced The Samples will
play on campus October 29.
There is a fee of $10.00 per
person. There WIn be a suitcase party on September 23
for $3 per. person. There will
be a $3 rame and the winner
will leave that evening with a
guestolthelrcholceonaweekend trip
New York, complete with llmousiDe service,
a hotel rooDIt and tickets to

to

PhtmtomojiMOpmJ. "l'here
will be two beds in the room
so you don't have to bring
someone that you wlIIlt to
sleep wi.... " said TyrrelL
Elsa Dnun. parliamentariao, said that hefllre committee e1ectlollS, she expects thll
executive board to examine
committees which mayneed
to be restrqetured or dis·
banded.
Dan Sh~
J Board chidr.
said that OD October 13 the
college will host an Etbles
Conference. There will be
speakers; a panel with questions anct~wers &om the

"dieDce. and dlaeusslon
JfOUPSo: Shedd reminded. Assemblymemben that theconference will be one way of
~
Intellectual BdlvIty lIP campus. InNovember,
thecoll .. wIII~an
~
COnference on
etbIcs,~~vHavei'
and ~:'rUtla,
amana
otber~~may
be

iateresteclln
~
on thO: ~liei' 13
~erenee were encouragecI
p..-nt. ~

~ contaet him

01'

MarIneD

Yode .... SGA president.
Jessica friedman, dIalr of
academic affairs, IIIIIlOUIlced
that her usistant
will be

Kristina Garland.
Ryan Poirier, SGA vice
presldent,saId thatclub presidents and treasurers need to
attend Informational meetings on the upcoming budget
process. Lack of attendance
will make clubs ineUgible for
SGA funding.
Jesse Roberts, public relat1onsdlrector,saId that fresh·
man elections were coming
up at the end of the month.
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Horoscopes by Michelle
VIRGO (AUG.23-SEPr.22)

YOUR .. ~r,rT~~~
DONCE

AGAIN WI
THERE
ELAX,PLAY

DEATH, TA
ERISBEE, AND

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Your
relationship is finally back on track.
Take a breather from all your worries and go out and have fun. You
know that you are a good student so
try not to be so hard on yourself.
Now would be a good time to buy a
present for that special someone.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Romance is in the air. Take advantage
of the time you have now. as you
will be very busy in the weeks to
come. Someone from your past is
about to re-enter your life. Don't let
this person mess things up for you
the way they did the last time. Hide
the dorm vacuum and watch the
fun.
Sagittarius

(Nov. 22-Dec.21)

au ARE

WITH

You will finally have some peace . really want. In the meantime, enand quiet after many loud and dis- joy those between-meal snacks.
turbing evenings. It seems that your
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) It is
neighbors have finally learned their
lesson. Unfortunately, your friends your tum for romance and this time
have not. A new romance is a strong it is yours for the taking. This week
will be filled with many wonderful
possibility.
surprises. Make some time for yourCapricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19) Your self and above all try to relax.
new home isjust the place you have Amuse yourself by sneaking into
always wanted. Throw a party to wedding photos being taken in the
celebrate your new living quarters. Arbo.
~ Your new look wins admiration
Aries (March 2 I-April 19) This
from a magnetic personality.
week will be one of the best ever. A
Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 1-8) Let recent faux pas of yours and your
the buyer beware. Think about the friends will not amount to anyconsequences of what you buy and thing.
You work too hard and someavoid being teased in the future.
Think hard about your current rela- times are too nice for your own
tionship and decide if it is what you good. Take time out for you!

Taurus (April 20-May 20) All
your problems will finally be resolved. Be patient with your relationships and believe it or not, they
will work themselves out. This week
may be trying at times, but be assured that things will eventually go
your way. Be sure to lend money to
a Pisces friend if he/she asks.
Gemini (May21-June20) Don't
think that old friends have forgotten
you. It is just that they are quite
busy and bave not been able to get
in touch with you: Try to have a
relaxing week because it will be
your last chance for quite a while.
Cancer (June 21- July 22) Give

some thought to making a big move
in your life. If you think that you
will be more successful in a different situation, then go for it. Have a
little faith in yourself for a change.
Eat more eggs over-easy at Rosie' s.
Avoid committing to the wrong
person.
Leo (July 23-Aug.22) Stop working so hard!! Your friends would
really like to see you for more than
fifteen minutes at a time. Your Pisces friend will eventually pay you
if you ever clear your schedule
enough to give him/her a chance.
Become more in tune with your
zodiac familiar by telling everyone
you're The Lion King.

We've just made t1)is 6:-P9und computer
even easier to pIckup. .
(Buy one now, and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college)

When you weigh the options, its quite possibly the best deal available for college students.
For a limited time, buy a selectApple" PowerBook° at a special student price and get a unique
new student software set available only from Apple. Its all the software you're likely 10 need 10
breeze through college. You'll get software that takes you through every aspect of writing
papers, the only personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the internet

Companion 10 help you tap inlo on-line research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an integrated
package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable computer you can use anytime, anywhere you happen 10 be Apple PowerBook And now, With
an Apple Computer Loan, you can own one for less than a dollar a day'
1 .~
Its the power no student should be wnhout The power 10 be-your best:
°

AppIe

~~:~g
Visit the Connecticut College Computer Store
Hamilton House, Lower Level
Ruth Seeley at.x2090, Mon.- Fri. 12:0Opm-4:0Opm
Offtr apirts 0Ct0btr 17, /994; QtVJiIobkonJy ItiJik SuMJ/ies klsJ. Cl!J9f ilfrill OJmputer, fne.,{li rigbtJresert'td. AIJ(Jit, the J{JPie logo, /'r)u:erBooj o/ld "7bepou:er 10 be your best"' are registered fradem t5" 'MI.
'..
CofPoratiorl. 'An esJitnllJe based on an J{JfJk Ccmpuler lotJn of 11,391./7 for /be !'rJIl'tf'/JQf)j fjOsbo/t'1l abot't. Prias and Icon amoun/sart s~bjeri Ia change /lithoul no/ice set u
Ie Ca or 0 flIIII"' Campufer, !nc.. C1ansWorks IS a regIStered trademark of
us ~~~;
arigi1II1Jionj« a'ilJ buddtd tJ /be ~
lotm amounl. 7be mlerfsl raids L'llriablt, bastdorr tbewmmtrdaJ paper rateplus 5.35'- For the mlm/b of Augus/l99/, lhe ;nleresJ ;ole:S
~lalit'l!fo'
CUrretl'.S}slem prices. II 5.5% loan
7bt monIbIy paymenl sbocm anumes nf) defermenl of print;ipal or inleml. StuderllJ moy dt!frr prindpal paym4'!lJs up 10 I ~n, or until gradU(lIioll. Dejerm:nt u:i11chan" "'ur mO~lhlu "",'m a~, .... 'Mj· ,,_ 8-year loa~ term with n0JlN'Paymml jJeMfly.
I"":
en... IUfJ,,1'1' e wmpuler loan ~ subjecllo Olidil approllQ/.
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fii~-~-~Lyman

Allyn offers
an rvti4ti& break from
ond Saturday of the month, and the
second annual Artist's Studio Tour.
This tour is self-guided and benefits
the Lyman Allyn. When you buy
your ten dollar
ticket
at the

BY DIANE MYERS

The College Voice

Next week in A&E ...
THE MAN AND HIS PENS: Exclusive

interview with Mark Hoffman,
proud owner of the area's most
impressive floating pen collection.

I':
~~

I
~

~~

Hoffs takes a break·from
recording to perform
Continued/romp. I ~

What She Wants," were given a
new spin in their acoustic arrangements, and the crowd was as enthusiastic for the new songs as the old.
The concert itself was very lowkey and laid back. The band seemed
just as amused about playing in a
church as the audience was in attending. Bill, the guitarist, put his
finger to his lips early on during the
first set and said "Shhhhhhh. Let us
pray." He then grinned and commented, "I love this altar thing."
The audience got into the spirit of
the show, and when Hoffs asked if
anyone had any requests someone
yelled out "Free Bird:' causing both
the band and the audience to go off
into a chuckling session. Hoffs and
ensemble came back for a third enCorestating it was because "You're
all so nice!"They went into "Manic
Monday," a song they obviously
had not practiced much, as Hoffs
had to help the others with the words
along the way.
.
In an interview after the show,
Susanna and I sat down on a small
bluecouchwhileBillfiddledaround
with an old video camera. This show
was the last of five for Hoffs. She
explained that her need for a break
from recording led her to perform
again. "It's been so long since I
played," stated Hoffs. " I didn't
haveanyhelptoorganizeitl
didn't
realize I could just do it."
The acoustic route suits Hoffs
nicely. "You can hear everything,
strip down the songs."
Being a solo artist and playing in
churches seemed a big change to
me after her long-standing stint as
frontperson for the Bangles, and I
asked her what post-Bangles life
Was like. "I miss the momentum
that the Bangles had. We were al-

ways playirig:-Irs-hard

when you are

It'sasunnyaftemoon. Your
caris in the garage.You don' t
have any work due until tomorrow. and you found a
spare two dollars in your
jeans pocket. What to do?
Well, here's a
suggestion: pull on your
Chucks and head down
to South Lot. Beyond
that parking paradise is
a big, pretty building
called the Lyman
Allyn Art Museum.
: For a mere two dollars (bring your
Conn LD, to get
this student rate)

m u -

seum,
you are
pro
.
vi d e d
with
a
map that
will lead
the way to
the studiosof
thirteen local
artists. The
artists
will
open their studios
to

Cornucoptu .
Scenes of ~utumn
-

solo,somu.chpressuret~,constantly'
come up with the goods.
•
Hoffs smiled when asked if she
"'kept in contact with the other band
members."1 do. Definitely. I keep
saying' shouldn't we do this again",'
and I think everyone is warming to
the idea."
Much time has past since Hoffs'
last release, "When You're a Boy."
In between then and now she's been
,,
'i
recording, and has even had time to
get married.
"I've been hard on myself, it's
been awhile. What do I want to say? you can make contact with the art
world in a quiet, comfortable
You're searching.."
environment.
Her past includes work on projects
W hat
such as an album benefitting Native
Americans titled Requiem for the you can
Americas on which she sang vocals see if you
fora song with Duran Duran's Sirnon
h e a d
LeBon.
down there
Her future is full of more possible
before Sepprojects and touring. "I'm going to tember 25 is
write a little and record. I may possi- the Annual
bly do some shows in September
Exhibition of
with a full band."
the Society for
j j\~t~"'··
When asked the routine question Can n e c tic u t
ill' scentS 0
(well, my routine question), if she Crafts, a fantastic
r.~eoV .
0
could be a color, which one would exhibit that fea.:\)\\,\0 Co
she be, it turned out to be the one tures the work of28
'" \" •• s\\l
ticketholders from 1-5 pm, and
question that flustered her.
Connecticut artisans.
\~.t'(O
you can visit as many or as few as
"Oh, that's hard," she replied."1
The mediums range
,. '1'\<",,,,, you like. Art majors, don't miss this
don't know why, but blue comes to from handmade paper
~\\C'\)e'"
unique opportunity.
mind. I like the way there are variato clay and African
..'\". '1',,\
The next time you find
tions on it. NO! Joni Mitchell's
hemp. The exhibit is
paintings and sculptures that incor- yourself complaining about having
"Blue" is one of my favorite records.
beautiful,diverse, and fun. In addi- porate the standard themes of the nothing to do, treat yourself to an
. Say it's in honor of my favorite al- tion, many of the featured
fall; leaves, hearty meals, and Ceres afternoon at the Lyman Allyn. It's
bum. Have you heard it, Tim?" She craftspeople will be holding dem- will certainly be making an appeareconomical, close by, and when all
turns to a representativeof her man- onstrations over the next few week- ance. The exhibit will run through of your relatives have had enough
agement company. "No? I'll BUY it ends: information is available at November 15. If you can't find any- Cono paraphernalia, you'll find they
for you."
the museum.
thing to do with your parents on have a wonderful gift store. Enjoy.
With that, the small woman with
An exhibit titled "Cornucopia:
Parent's Weekend (after you drag
Photos courtesy oj the
the strong voice exited the church,
Scenes of Autumn," is starting on them to the Crystal Mall), chances
Lyman A.llyn Art
leaving staff to clean up all the beer September 25. This "art of peace are they would love the Museum.
. Museum
bottles to assure no church-goers
and plenty" display will feature
October eighth is the secwould find a surprise in their aisle. L
'--_

'!lie
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Food for the thought:
TbeJe art perils to Ufe ODtt, ~ltIe
bill
Weoo campus is DOl always simple. There are
many issues thai mal;e Iifeon this little bill of",",
more compleJ.lhan it is possible lO imagine.
I never in my wildest dreams imagined, bowever, that a dorm meeting would be on a list of
complexities of campus life. At myc:iorJ'r' meeting
last week Iactually found myself think • more
and moreabout the issues of respect and community living.
At my dorm meeting (the name of the dorm
shall remain anonymous), we were ironically tbe
loudest when discussing quiet boors. Now, I am a
fairly '01_, pe""", bu' Idraw the decibel limit
when my CD starts skipping in accompaniment to
the thunderous bass system belonging the folks
below me. Iam vtry itttpl<ssed by their amazing
ability
SI3tld volume levels thal would fell •
buffalo at 200,000 fee<, but I am tired of lunging
for my breabbles as they plummet off my furnilUI< and sbelves.
Simply put, if we all respect each Olhtr, i' will
be much easier lOlive in acommunity. Many have
no idea what it is like 10 live in donns, and we need
10 respect !bern for just long enough 10 give them
me time to Jearn before w.c jump down their
throaIs with. sharpeoed pickaxe
Upperclassmen need to remember lhar they
too were once freshmen who undoubtedly annoyed the upperclassmen in their dorms. Itis easy,
however, '0 overlook these points. Still 00 dorm
meeting sbould end in frustration, breaking the
tenuous spirit of community that should exisfin
the house. Of coarse, badwe been abl< tcbea bale
more respectful of each other, myself included,
we might have gotltn out of there in less than an
hour and maybe by oow my floor would have
stopped shaking. Live and Learn.
There are other difficulties facing life here at
idyllic Connecticut College by the sea For inslal1Ce, eating in the dining halls is not as simple
as one may think, all questions of nutrition aside.
I am talking abou' the brilliantlayout of the tables
and chairs, and the difficulties faced in getting
from point A (apple butter) 10 poin' B (breaded
eatlish).
If I am eating in Harris and want 10 get up 10get
adrink, Imust carefully map a route with minimal
possibility of drink spillage and an acceptable
amount of clearance between the table of three
thousand freshman a1I,itting three to .chair, and
the table of rowdy omIs ",Iairoiog londIy thal
the new librarian is really "bitchin."
The siluation is wooe in Burdick, where the
tables give you 00 hope of squeezing throogb the
spaces and you have to wtit until the entire room
empties out before you can remove your body
from 'bose deceptively roomy comer tables.
Bunlick may bethehealthy dining hall, but really
how does i' beip if after exerci,ing Iarrive dripping with ,weat and then (with my backpack
inducing coocussions in those wbose beads I
ac<:identally whack with the force of. mediumsized tnlCtor trailer IJUCk traveling II bigbWl)'
speeds) Imaneuverthroogb the natTQW cn:v .....
that pass for opening, belWCCll the tables thus
"""ing my blond pressun: IOsoar 10 lunar heigbu
from all the stleSS.
lltUIy be eeting healthy, but will probably
haveaheart attack tryingtoget
my tabl< before
Ieven gel a chance lOcbow.
Eavesdropping is anaber bazanj of eating in
dining balls, because the close proximity of the
tables, illustrated by the peri;' of trying to get from
poin, to point, nllurally lends itse[ 10 listeDing '0
the COIIvrnalions of others. Iknow thal Ihave
actually lost dinner mates when they move their
ChairslOjolnthcDelttable'iCOllversation.Maybe
Ishould jUSIIeam to ordet: out
So that are many complex siluations created
by Iifeon campus but they can be avoided if we all
have a littl< polience. After all, life isn', always

'0

'0

'0

'once again become
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BYMICHELLE
RONAYNE
A&E Editor

continue ... which is fine with SAC as we would
like to see as many movies as possible," said
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If the keg scene is getting you down, try
going to a movie for a change.
Those who have already tired of party hopping will perhaps be encouraged by the recent
flurry of films on campus. Contrary to rumors
that have been floating around, The Film Sociely is alive and well, and indeed showing films
ODcampus.
Last year, the Film Society stopped showing
films when they met with financial difficulties.
This year'spresidentoftheFilmSociety,Rachel
Benoit, has decided to give it another chance.
Few attended the films last year, a fact which
did little to improve the club's fmances. It
seemed to some last year that the decline in
attendance was due to the films' lack of appeal.
Benoit has no specific plan to combat poten-

Ben Tyrrell, SAC chair.
Tyrrell does not see why there should be any
conflict between SAC and the Film Society, as
SAC will be showing films on Wednesday
nights, approximately only seven times a semester.
The organization will show a different genre
of films. While the Film Society will maintain
the tradition of showing older, more cultural
films, SAC will pick up the slack left by Castle
Court in showing "big name" films and recent
releases.
"SAC has the budget 10 afford these large
movies and to cover any losses that might occur
as a result of poor attendance," said Tyrrell.
This makes it possible for SAC to give students bigger movies while the Film Society can
provide an alternative movie choice on the

•

tial fmancial difficulties.

weekends,

-

:
•
:

they are "starting with a zero balance and
basically starting over."
They intend to advertise and publicize more
than last year in an effort to "get a better
audience response," according to Benoit.
"People have to remember what it is like to
see a film on a big screen and get away from
simply renting movies," added Jennifer Geller,
who is in charge of publicity for the Film
Society.
Inresponse to last year's decline of the Film
Society, SAC decided to begin showing films.
Once Castle Court, the organization that showed
films inrecentrelease, folded it was left only to
the Fl1m Society to show films. When the Film
Society stopped showing films, SAC saw a
need and decided to fill it.
"Last semester we met with Todd Maguire
and Rachel Benoitand ta1kedabout the Society' s
situation ... Todd felt that they should fold but
Rachel didn't agree, and the society decided to

"I personally nave been very impressed with
what the Film Society has done so far, and how
well publicized their films have been ... 1certainly hope the competition that developed
between the Society and Castle Court will not
happen again," added Tyrrell.
Benoit declined to comment on any conflict
that might develop between SAC and the Film
Society other than to say" ... 1have no criticism
of SAC but will be meeting with Ben and others
soon to discuss things that will be mutually
beneficial."
SAC will show films such as "In the Name
of the Father,''''Speed,'' and "Philadelphia" to
mention a few. The Film Society will show
"Schindler's List" and "Romeo is Bleeding,"
as well as many others every Friday night. So
if you're looking for something differentto do
with your evenings, try a movie· now that they
are back on campus, let's hope they are here to
stay_
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Like many clubs,
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This familiar
deliveryman
man was
spotted
speeding on
the Gold Star
Bridge by our
own Carli
Schultz.

Beds and stuff
that we don't
like to associate
with Chris
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Schmoozing with Scott and the Razor:

Schmoozers bemoan baseball strike,
suggest substitute national pasttimes
BY SCarf

USlLTON

AND

HRAzoR" RUDNICK
The College Voi~e

JONATHAN

If you were somewhat confused
by parts oflast week's article, rest

easy. so were we. For the record,
we know for a fact that the Seahawks
and Vikings don't play baseball.

3) Cross-country

countless

years

Iditarod.

of

After

waiting,

(they almost got the Timberwolves)
Alaska finally gets a pro teann.
4) National Wiffleball League.
Could be hell in the swirling winds
of Candlestick Park.
5) International
Full Contact
Golf. We loved the commercials,
we couldn' t resist.

Somehow in the intricate
chain of communications
between the Schmoozing
office and the Voice brass,

f------...

some entire paragraphs
were reduced and combined into sentences.
Therefore, a halfway decent joke about wild card
teanns was destroyed.
We
are working hard with our
superiors to eliminate any
further errors of this type.
News has recently come
to our attention that the
NHL owners might lock
out the players and prematurely end the 1994-95 hockey season. (sound familiar?). This would
leave the battered American sports
fan with only 2 pro sports leagues.
Everybody outside of Minnesota is
going through serious sports withdrawal (The Vikings are the only
team they have left, now that
baseball's on strike).
We would
like to offer our suggestions
as to
which sports could be called to the
forefront to fill in the void.
. I) Professional Croquet. It's not
golf, but it's just as boring.
2) Major League Cricket.
Not
quite the sanne as baseball, but there
is a pitcher and a batter.

I) Let it Ride Again - Richard
Dreyfuss goes back to the track and
lays the half million on a horse
named Polio Infestation.
Once he
hits this 40-1 shot, he buys the Minnesota Twins and moves them to
Idaho to play in Potato Park.
2) Major League III - Charlie
Sheen; Tom Berenger, and Corbin
Bemsen leave, but Dennis Haysbert
(Cerrano) returns. They finally show the World Series
but the Indians lose in 4
straighttotheCubsandrookie
phenom 14 year-old pitcher
Henry Rowengartner.
Harry
Doyle (Bob Uecker) is committed to the Betty Ford clinic
and rooms with Dwight

File Photoffht

Seven players return from last year's volleyball team in the hope of
Improving on an already impressive 30-12 record.

Gooden.
3) SlapShotpartDeux-90
year-old Paul Newman hits
the ice once again for more
assorted mayhem as he guides
the Charleston Chiefs through
another hilarious season. But
if they can't get back the
Hanson brothers, they shouldn't

As there is not much sports action
going on at the moment, we have
been watching countless sports

Women's volleyball to
serve up ECAC and
NESCAC challenge
,

BY CHRIS GRIFFIN

The College Voice

bother.
MONDA Y NIGHT FOOTBALL

PICK
Last week's result - Niners 44',
Raiders 14. Result - we win big
(Record 1-0), This weekda Bears
chise. Rumors have been passing
travel
to Filthy-Delphia to take on
that the first Boca Raton Vikings
the
Eagles
who are 3 1/2 point famerchandise
is going on sale next .
vorites. Wedon'tkoowwho'splaymonth.
If the deal goes through,
Minnesota is prepared to bid up to . ing QB for the Bears, but if Randall
Cunningham can stay healthy for
$500 million dollars for an Intemathe entire ganne the Eagles should
tional Roller Hockey league team,
win handily.
Take the Philly
Anyway, after seeing all these movCheeses teaks to cover and we'll see
ies, we've come up with some ideas
you next week.
for sequels we'd love to see.

movies.
Thanks to our contributions, Blockbuster video is preparing to buy yet another sports fran-

After a heart -breaking loss in the
first round of the ECAC Tournament last year, the Women's Volleyball teann is back in full force to
make another run for the title. The
ultimate goal oftais NESCAC powerhouse is to achieve an NCAA
Toumannent bid.
With seven returning players and
four new recruits, the opportunity
for a bid to the big dance is a very
real possibility.
Last year's tearn finished 3G-12,
and received an invitation to the
ECAC Tournament.
This year's

MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Army and Navy Surplus Clothing' Camping
Hiking and Rockclimbing Equipment> Footlockers
and Trunks' Belts, Bugles, Botas, Bandanas,
Backpacks, Boomerangs, & More!
Fax & Notary Service Available
Dowotown Mystic> 536-1877
Hours: Open 7 Days and Nights Till 9:00

EXPRES!i
447-T;8-6:8
Connecticut Collel:e Student Special:

FREE Medium Pizza
with the purchase of
any large pizza.
We also have Subs,
salads, hot dogs,
hamburgers and
coming soon is
rotisserie chicken.

l~

Also returning are co-captains
Meghan
Cady
and
Megan
Hanselman, both starters and major
keys to the teann' s success last year.
Other contributors were senior Jenn
Knapp, junior Lauren Shropshire,
and sophomores
Jessica Gadeken
and Luline Almonacy.
All of these players look to improve on last year's record, which
was the best in team history. New
faces on the teann include sophomore Amy Asbury and freshmen
Courtney Diamond, Alice Gould,
and Melora Soodalter. According
to the coaching staff, this new blood
is showing great promise in preseason practices.
What the teann loses in physical
size, they make up in heart, desire,
and pure hustle. The teann may not
be as big as others, but they plan to
overcome
that disadvantage
with

;~:~ning

~es
~

Laughter!
®

_swim lessons for children 8 m0-4 yrs starting Sep. 26
.encourage
a life-long love and respect for the water
_gentle, non-traumatic, developmentally-oriented
philosophy
.small-group format
_lessons held at Conn College pool
_games, songs, and fun for parent and child

Aquatykes

team returns seven players with
varsity experience. This includes
seniot Martha Vivian who was
named to the second team all
NESCAC, but according to coach
Darryl Bourassa and many other
coaches around the league, she deserved to be nanned to the first teann.

agility.
Said senior Jenn Knapp, ''The
entire tearn is extremely quick and
strong which makes up for our lack

Call for registration information:

----

CoUtgt Voia

464-7072

15% discount for children of Conn College faculty, staff and students
Member National Swim School Association

of height."
The teann's first spike will take
place atan MIT toumamentin which
they will play six grueling matches
in one day. Said senior co-captain
Meghan Cady, "This first tourney
of the year is our most important,
mainly because MIT finished just
ahead of us in the rankings last
year:'
After taking third place in the
NESCAC standings last year, these
players have reason to expect a successful
season.
Said
Darryl
Bourassa, head coach, "We have a
very well rounded team, but a
tougher schedule. ITwe want to win
this year we have to focus on our
strong
tude."

defense

and our great atti-
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Field hockey team
prepares for tough
season with high hopes
BY RICK STRAlTON

Associate Photography Editor

Dawley Field was the scene of a tough
season for the Connecticut College field
hockey team in 1993. This year's squad will
attempt to improve with stronger,largernumbers.

After an optimistic beginning of '93, the
squad dropped the first four and finished with
a record of 4-9.
"Wenever had any real cohesion," said this
year's senior captain Louise Brooks. "the
team was eleven people rather than one team."
The Camels wereoutscored 11-22 during the
season.

During this year's pre-season, the team has
worked harder than ever to be a viable opponent in the quest for the ECAC crown. Brooks
thinks that the hard work will payoff and the

team "really thinks we can do good things."
The team has tough matches coming up
against Tufts, Amherst, Bowdoin, Williams,
and the always troublesome Trinity, the team's
biggest rival.
The recently-tenured Anne Parmenter is
returning to coach the Camels for her eighth
season. How does the team look to the coach?
"We have a solid group of people," said
Parmenter.
With eight starters returning, Parmenter
will probably be looking to Brooks, junior
Laura Bayon, and freshman Nel Jennings for
leadership.
For a much needed scoring touch, Parmenter
will be looking to sophomores Kim Holliday
and Dardy Muldaur,junior Molly Nolan, and
senior Martha Buchart. Holliday is a recent
transfer from the University of North Carolina.

Yung Kim/Acting Sports Editor

This year's field hockey team hopes to Improve on last season's 4-9 record.

What does Division I experience bring to
the Camels? Holliday brings a "new level of
intensity" replied Parmenter.
Goalie could be a troublesome spot for the
Camels, despite the return of talented sophomore Wendy Kanter. There is no backup for
the position. and if Kanter becomes injured,
the team could be in for another tough season.

But with a revamped offense the threat of
injury to Kanter looks less severe.
Dawley Field may be a long walkfor most
Connecticut College students, but it could
be the place to go on most Saturday afternoons this fall. Hopefully for Camel opponents, those afternoons will bring long
games.

Fall sports preview:

Women's crew team aims
to win New England
Championships this year
BY SAM FOREMAN

r

The College Voice

Women's crew is practicing this fall with
the determination of a team who has tasted
sweet success but who can't settle for second
best.
Last year, women's crew finished second
in the New England Championships, behind
Williams College by a heartbreaking onefourth of a second. They took seventh in the
Carol Anne Beach,new head coach of Conn's women's basketball team.
ECAC standings. Their goals for this year
include improving their ECAC standing, but
more importantly, becoming Conn's first
women's crew team to win the New England
championships in twelve years.
This goal seems realistic to crew captain
Jessica Archibald. Said Archibald, "Most of
last year's team is returning. Only three people
the information director, Head Coach of on last year's team were seniors who graduBY YUNG KIM
women's soccer, and was recently named ated, and this year, we've lost only three more
Acting Sports Editor
Associate Director of Athletics and Senior because they're studying abroad."
Of the twenty-one people on the varsity
Carol Anne Beach has been named the new Women's Administrator. Beach is also the
squad,
Archibald said, "The anchors for the
President-Elect
of
the
New
England
Women's
head coach of women's basketball, replacing
team
this
year will be the seniors: SaraPerkins,
Basketball
Association.
Kathy Gailor.
Emily Sheehan, Darcy Nothnagle, Hope
Beach is a 1988 graduate of Colby College,
Beach coached the Colby women's basketIndeglia, and Rachel Waxman."
ball team for the past three seasons and has where she was a four-year starter and captain
''The freshmen look really good this year,
of the women's basketball team, Beach had a
accumulated a 35-3 I record as Head Coach.
Beach has also served as assistant coach at outstanding career as a player, ending by too," Archibald said of the 25-person squad.
Many of them are new to rowing, but even
breaking the Colby record for career
Trinity College and at Brandeis University.
after the first few days of practice, "it looks
Said Robert Malekoff, director of athletics,
assists.
While at Colby, she exhibited skills and like they'll really do well," said Archibald.
"We are delighted to have been able to attract
Right now, the women's crew teams are
a coach of Carol Anne Beach's caliber at talents that made her more than just a ball
Connecticut College. Carol Anne comes to player. She received the Norman R. White - practicing without their- head coach, KJaus
us with. impeccable credentials, and I am Award for "inspirational leadership and Walter. Last spring, he was selected to coach
sportsmanship." Beach was also named the the U.S. National Lightweight Team.
confident that she will do an outstanding job
Walter is currently with the team in Indiawith the Women's Basketball program."
. outstanding Women's Studies graduate of
napolis, Indiana, where they're competing in
1988.
While at Colby, Beach has also served as

Beach appointed new head coach
of women's basketball team

the US Rowing Championships. He will retum to Conn on September 20th.
Until then, Tom Welch, assistant coach, is
getting the varsity and freshmen squads in
shape for their first competitions.
He coaches the varsity team each morning
and enlists the help of .some of the varsity
members to help coach the freshmen each
afternoon.
Before the varsity squad competes at the
Head of the Charles in Boston, they will be
receiving a new, state-of-the-art shell. This
will be the third new shell in the last three
years for the women' screw. so three of their
four shells will be in top shape.
Both varsity and freshmen squads have
two competitions this falJ. Things become
more competitive in the spring, with the New
England Championships and the ECAC competitions.
All winter long, during the off season,
practices will be held in the rowingtraining
room in the athletic center.
"Both the varsity and freshmen teams
should have strong finishes this year," says
Archibald, "and this spring, varsity is shooting for a victory over Williams in the New
England Championships."
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Please recycle.

